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As a result of photochemistry, some relationship between the stratospheric age-of-air and

the amount of tracer contained within an air sample is expected. The existence of such a

relationship allows inferences about transport history to be made from observations of

chemical tracers. This paper lays down the conceptual foundations for the relationship

between age and tracer amount, developed within a Lagrangian framework. In general, the

photochemical loss depends not only on the age of the parcel but also on its path. We

show that under the "average path approximation" that the path variations are less important

than parcel age. The average path approximation then allows us to develop a formal

relationship between the age spectrum and the tracer spectrum. Using the relation between

the tracer and age spectra, tracer-tracer correlations can be interpreted as resulting from

mixing which connects parts of the single path photochemistry curve, which is formed

purely from the action of photochemistry on an irreducible parcel. This geometric

interpretation of mixing gives rise to constraints on trace gas correlations, and explains why
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someobservationsaredonot fall on rapidmixingcurves.Thiseffectisseenin the

ATMOS observations.



1.Introduction

As air entersthetropicalstratosphere,it movesupwardsandtowardstheextratropics

roughlyalongthestreamlinesof theBrewer-Dobsoncirculation.Massbalancerequires

thatmostof theair rising into thetropicalstratospherewill immediatelymovepolewardand

subsequentlydescendinto themiddleworld (seeHoltonet al., 1995for discussionof the

middleworldregionof thestratosphere).However,someair continuesto riseinto the

stratosphereandmix with theenvironment.Understandingthemovement,residencetime

andmixingof airwithin thestratosphereiskeyto assessingtheimpactof pollutantsonthe

ozonelayer.

Themeasurementof nearlyinerttracegases,whichhaveknowntime-dependentsources,

canbeusedto estimatethetimeelapsedsincetheair first enteredthestratosphere.This

transittimeiscommonlycalledtheage-of-air,andit givesimportantcluesaboutthe

stratosphericcirculation.Theage-of-airdependsnotonly on thetimescaleof themean

circulation,butalsoon fluctuationsaroundthemeantransport;thatis,it dependson the

mixing. As wediscussbelow,thesampledair canhaveacomplextimehistory,thusthe

transittimefrom thetropopauseto somepointwithin thestratosphereis not in generalwell-

characterizedby asingletimescale.

Therealizationthatthecharacterof asampleof air isdeterminedby boththetransportand

mixinghistoryhasledto the ideathatthetransittimeis moreaptlydescribedby a

distributionof timescales[Kida, 1983;Hall andPlumb,1994]. In thisdistribution,each

elementcorrespondsto asinglepathconnectingthesourceandobservationor sample

point.Thus,anair samplecanbeconsideredto consistof a largenumberof "irreducible

parcels,"eachof whichhastraveledalongasinglepaththathaswanderedinto the



observationregionat thetimeof themeasurement.Thereareof course a very large number

of such paths, the maximum number being the number of molecules in the sample. One

need not consider such a large number, however, the number of paths need only be chosen

sufficiently large so that all the relevant ensemble statistics have converged. Increasing the

number of parcels beyond this point will introduce nothing new. Thus, the sample consists

of a statistically robust ensemble of"irreducible parcels" which have taken different paths

to the sampling volume. The term parcel will here after refer to an irreducible parcel.

In terms of such an ensemble of paths, the age-of-air can then be interpreted as the mean of

the transit time distribution, commonly referred to as the "age spectrum" [Hall and Plumb,

1994] (hereafter HP). Although it is easy to compute the age spectrum for a numerical

model for which the mixing history is known, it is not possible to infer the age spectrum

solely from observations. Given only an observation of the total amount of trace gas in the

sample, we have no a priori knowledge of its detailed time history. Under some conditions

however, the mean age of a sample can be inferred from the amount of trace gas in the

sample. This becomes possible when there is something in the system that acts as a

"clock", marking the passage of time along a parcel path from the source to the observation

point. One example is an inert tracer with a monotonically increasing source S(t) [HP]. In

this case, a parcel entering the stratosphere at time, T, has mixing ratio S(T), and is

therefore tagged by its entry time.

Another example of a stratospheric clock occurs when the source is constant in time, but

the amount of trace gas in the parcel decays with time. In the simplest case, the decay rate

is independent of ambient conditions and is thus independent of path, for example a

radioactive tracer. In this simple situation, two parcels that take the same time to travel

from the source to the observation point will have the same amount of tracer, even if they

have traveled on different paths. This means that there is a 1:1 correspondence between the



amountof tracegasin theparcelandtheageof theparcel.Theactualamountof a

constituentmeasuredin thesampleis thevolumetricaverageof thetracegasamountsof all

parcelscomprisingthesample.Becausethereis adistributionof agesin thesample,there

will alsobeadistributionof photochemicallossesandby analogytotheagespectrum,the

probabilitydistributionfunction(PDF)of theratioof thetracegasamountto its

stratosphericentryvalueis thetracerspectrum.

In thecaseof stratospherictracerssuchas N20 or CH4, the situation is more complicated.

The amount of photochemical loss now depends on the accumulated exposure to

sufficiently high-energy photons or locally generated radicals. For such "total exposure

constituents" [McIntyre, 1990], the 1:1 relation between age and trace gas amount is

blurred, and parcels with the same age may have different trace gas amounts, depending on

the latitude and altitude range of their paths. This problem is illustrated in Figure 1. The

cartoon shows two parcels that have the same age although they take different paths to

arrive at the sample point with different N20 amounts. This cartoon also illustrates the

Lagrangian view of the mixing and transport process. The "sample" is the local assembly

of irreducible parcels that have taken many different paths to the sample region. Because

the parcels are irreducible, by definition, the parcels do not mix with their environment on

the way to the sample point.

As mentioned above, although we cannot directly observe the age spectrum in the real

atmosphere, the age spectrum can be computed for a model. There are two methods. The

first method is an Eulerian calculation. A pulse of inert tracer is released at the tropopause

and allowed to disperse throughout the stratosphere. At a given point within the model

domain, the graph of the tracer amount versus time gives the age spectrum. Computing the

age spectrum in this way is equivalent to finding the Green's function solution to the model

transport dynamics [HP], and assumes that non-stationary processes are negligible on the



multi-yeartimescaleof theproblem.Hall andWaugh[1997]reporttheagespectrumand

age-of-airdistributionsfor twogeneralcirculationmodelsusingthismethod.

Thesecondmethodis Lagrangian.Adiabaticor kinematictrajectorymodelisusedto

movea largenumberof air parcelsthatarecontinuouslyreleasedatthetropopause.After a

longtime(years),theagespectrumfor asamplevolumecontainingmanyparcelscanbe

computed.No assumptions of stationarity are made, which means that a trajectory

computed age spectrum will vary in time. A further advantage of the trajectory method is

the fact that Eulerian estimates of the age-of-air appear to depend on the advection scheme

[Eluszkiewicz, personal communication] while the trajectory transport is non-dispersive.

The disadvantage of the trajectory method is that a very large number of parcels need to be

used because the parcel density, like the atmospheric number density, decreases

exponentially with altitude.

The trajectory model method has an advantage in that it allows us to develop a Lagrangian

interpretation of mixing and transport. For example, the observation that long-lived tracers

are highly correlated producing a compact relationship has become an important tool in

interpretation of stratospheric data. The formation of such a compact relationship is

explained in a seminal paper by Plumb and Ko [1992] (hereafter PK). But how do such

compact tracer-tracer correlations develop from a Lagrangian viewpoint? A main goal of

this paper is to demonstrate how tracer-tracer correlations can be understood within a

Lagrangian framework.

In the next section, we develop the approximations that us to relate the tracer and age

spectra. We use some analytical and numerical examples to illustrate our concepts and test

the methodology. In Section 3, we extend the formalism to tracer-tracer correlations and



showhowsuchcorrelationscanbeinterpretedwithinaLagrangianframework.Thelast

sectionsummarizesthepaper.

2.0PhotochemistryalongLagrangianpaths

Following Kida [1983],PlumbandMcConalogue[1988],HP,andHall andWaugh

[1997],wepostulate,asdiscussedabove,thata"sample"of air containsalargenumberof

irreducibleparcelswith differentagesandcomposition.In theLagrangianview,eachof

theseirreducibleparcelshastraveledfrom thetropicaltropopause(whereweassumethat

all air entersthestratosphere)to asamplepointasillustratedin Figure1. Sincetheseare

irreducibleparcels,mixingdoesnot takeplacealongthepaths,but is impliedin the

formationof thesample.Thedependenceof thetotalphotochemicalexposureon theparcel

pathgivesriseto adistributionof tracegasamountsin theensemble.In thefollowing we

establishthatanapproximaterelationbetweenthetracerandagedistributionsexists. That

is, parcelswith similarageshavesimilarphotochemicalexposures.Thisapproximation

allowsus,inprinciple,to usephotochemicallyactivetracegasesasmarkersof age.

TheagespectrumGo(T, £s,-_o) dT is the probability that the transit time from the source at -_o

to the sample point ._ is in the range T to T+dT, loGo(T,-_s, _o) dT = 1. We identify

Go(T,._,._ o) as the Green's function for an inert tracer with a source Bo(T,._ o) at -_osuch

that Bs(._s, ._o) = "f Bo(T, £o)Go( T, x_, .7o)dT. The sample mean age, or age-of-air,
0

= ffooGo(T, ._s, £o)TdT[HP] • For inert tracers with known time dependent sources, thers

age-of-air and the constituent amounts are directly related. With a linearly increasing inert

tracer source, such as SF 6 or CO2, Bo(T,._o) - T. Thus, it is immediately obvious that the

SF 6 or CO 2 amount will be proportional to the age-of-air (e.g. Bischof et al., 1985;



SchmidtandKhedim,1991;Boeringet al., 1996,for CO2;Ell(inset al., 1996;Hamishet

al., 1966;Patraet al., 1997,for SF6).

Now we consider the case of a photochemically active tracer with a fixed tropopause

mixing ratio. As mentioned earlier, the amount of tracer in each irreducible parcel depends

on the path the irreducible parcels take to the sample point. Thus two parcels with the same

age having different paths will very likely have different photochemical histories.

We assume all air parcels are released at the tropical tropopause with constituent mixing

ratio Bo which we take to be unity. The parcel follows path _i(t) and has a chemical loss

rate fl(Yi(t), t) The parcel amount of Bi is given by

DB_ _ fl(_i(T), T)B_ (1)
Dt

where D indicates a Lagrangian (along path) derivative. Integrating (1) over the time, T,

(the parcel age) it takes the parcel to arrive at the sample point, we obtain

T

log( B_) = -/fl(_(T), T)dr = - T_fl_(T_) (2)
o

1 f_ fl(£_(T), T)dT and where the integration is over the i'th parcel path.where _(T)=

The overbar indicates the average over a single path. Let P(Bi) be the distribution of tracer

amounts within the sample. By analogy with the age spectrum, we define the tracer

spectrum P(B_) such that

1

=f P(B_)BflB_ (3)



We define

P( Bi) = _f P(B_, ._,, "_oI T)Go(T, ._, ._o)dT
o

(4)

where P(B i, ._s, -_oI T) is the conditional probability distribution of tracer amounts over the

subset of irreducible parcels that have arrived at the sample point _s at time T. To simplify

the notation we now suppress the explicit space dependence on the location of the sample

point.

2.1 Radioactive tracer

We first consider the simple example of a radioactive tracer which has a path independent

photochemical loss and is released at the tropopause. For this tracer, fl_ = fl = a constant,

and the loss along the path is simply B, -- e -at . Since there is now a one to one relation

between B_ and T

P(Bi I T) = 3(B_ -e -_ ) (5)

Substituting (5) into (4) gives

P( Bi)= "J"¢5(Bi -e -_ )Go(T)dT = _ Go(-log( Bi)'/3)
0

(6)

Equation (3) can be written as
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Bs = _f Go(T) e-_ dT- Go( fl) (7)
o

where Go(fl) is the Laplace transform of the age spectrum.

Let us now consider an actual example using the analytic age spectrum from the 1-D

diffusion model as developed by HP. The HP age spectrum _s given by

Z

Go(z, T) = 2 _.f_--T-f exp(-( z' _ - ",_-f /2 H )2 ) ,
(8)

where K is the diffusion coefficient, H is the atmospheric scale height, and z is the height.

Despite its simplicity, this age spectrum (Eq. 8) has many characteristics of more realistic

age spectra produced by 3D and 2D transport models. The Laplace transform of Eq. (8) is

Go(fl, z) = exp( z z _/1 ÷ 4fill 2/K) (9)
2H 2-H

Figure 2 shows the age spectrum and four corresponding tracer spectra, P(B), for different

values of fl using Eq. (9). For short-lived tracers, the tracer spectrum is quite broad

reflecting the spread in tracer values within the sample due to photochemistry. For very

fast photochemistry, a large number of parcels have zero tracer content and the distribution

"piles up" on the left-hand side of the figure. On the other hand, for an inert tracer, the

tracer spectrum is a _-function on the right hand side, 6(B s - Bo).

For long lived tracers, 4flH2/K _ 1, then (9) becomes

10



Bs = exp(-zflH/K) = exp(-flF),

or F =-log(B_)/fl, (10)

as might be expected. (Note that the quantity 4H 2/K -- 2 years for K = 3. lm 2/s [HP],

H = 7km as used in Fig. 2.)

Sometimes a supposedly inert tracer is found to have a weak photochemical loss [e.g. Hall

and Waugh, 1998]. The effect of this photochemistry is to shift the estimated age-of-air

toward younger values.

inert tracer, then

F_ = _f Goe- flrTd T / Go = - -_fl log (Go) .
0

Substituting (9) into (11) we obtain

To show this, let Fp be the apparent age-of-air derived from non-

(11)

zH 1

Ft_ = --_-(I ÷ 4 flH2 / K ) -7 (12)

Clearly, Fe __F for all positive values of fl and in the limit that/3 goes to zero, (12)

reproduces HP's result, Fa = F = zH/K, and for/3 _< K/H 2,

r e = F(1 - 2/3H2/K +...). (13)

If a nearly inert tracer is used to estimate the age of air, Eq. (12) gives the correction factor

for chemistry.

11



2.2Photochemicallyactivetracers

Formosttracegasesof interest,thelossrateisnotconstantsotherelationbetweentheage

spectrumto thetracerspectrumisnotstraightforward.However,Eqs.(3) and(4) canbe

generalizedto includephotochemicalprocessesthatarepathdependent.Although, the time

dependence is not explicitly included in the derivation below, the effects of time

dependence on the photochemical loss rates will assumed to be small because the

integration over long paths effectively integrates over seasonal variations in photochemical

loss.

From (2), (3) and (4),

Bs = _fGo(T ) _ e -_¢r)ar > dT (14)
0

1

where _ e -_r)r >= fs, P(si I T)dB i and _> indicates the ensemble average over all paths
0

of age T.

Now assume that there is an ensemble average photochemical loss rate for a given age

value, and that the deviations from ensemble average loss rate are small. Thus, we assume

that fli =_ _(T)> ÷-_i(T) where ¢ _[3"---_(T)>=Oand _[3_(T_) <_ 1. Then,
_[3 >

oG(T) _ e -_r >dT = f_o G(T)e -¢_>r _ e -6#'r >arT

= fo G(T)e-¢_r _ 1 - _fliT ÷ (_fliT):/2... >dT (15)

12



Thesecondtermin theTaylorexpansionvanishesidentically,andwenotethatmostof the

contributionto theintegralcomesfromtimesT __1/( _ > so that for large T's the higher

order terms vanish. Thus

B, = f Ge-<_-i-_>r dT

To summarize, we are essentially saying that

,: e-_-gr >= e-<_ :'r.

(16a)

(16b)

o

As we shall show below, (16) turns out to be a good approximation for most long lived

trace gases with tropospheric sources. For parcels with high age values, we have found

that there is a much greater dispersion in photochemical exposure so S can be quite large;

however, for these older parcels photochemistry reduces the constituent amounts so much

that variations in photochemical exposure are irrelevant. Thus the truncation of the Taylor

expansion in (15) appears justified. Eq (16) allows us to make the same direct connection

between the age spectrum and the tracer PDF we exploited in the case of the radioactive

tracer.

We now turn to the problem of computing (_(T) >. To the same order of approximation,

-_(T) >= fl((_(T) >) where (._(T) > is the average path of duration T from the source

position ._otO the sample position _s. The "average path approximation" or APA works

because the variability in photochemical loss is usually not a strong function of meridional

position (see Fig. 1). Even when the meridional variation of photochemical loss is large,

such as across the polar vortex, the meridional parcel excursions are small.

13



2.3Numericalmodel

To furtherexplorethetheoreticalmodelandapproximationsdevelopedaboveweusea2-D

trajectorymodelwhichutilizestheresidualcirculationandmixingcoefficientsof the2-D

chemicalmodelof Jackmanetal. [1996].Theresidualcirculationis computedfrom

diabaticheatingrates.To simulatemixing,wescrambletheverticalandhorizontalparcel

positionsateachtimestepby length,L -- R K_rK-_- where R is a random number which

takes on the values of -1 or 1 [Feller, 1968]. K is K, or K=, in the usual notation. We

1 _<y2 >

tested this procedure by computing K,._.from the parcel dispersion using K,_. = 2 &

where y is N-S distance [Kida, 1983] and confirming that the diagnosed K:_. was equal to

the 2D model K:_.

The advantage of using the 2-D trajectory model compared to a 3-D trajectory model is that

the faster interpolation and lower memory requirements of the 2-D model permit fast multi-

year integration for a very large number of parcels. The 2-D trajectory model is about 100

times faster than the 3-D model. The age-of-air distribution for the 2-D model [Fleming et

al., 1998] agrees reasonably well with aircraft observations reported by Waugh et al.

[1997b], and parcel spectra from long runs of a 3D trajectory model are very similar to the

spectra from the 2-D model.

Figure 3a shows model back trajectories for 2001 parcels uniformly placed in a 1 degree

latitude by 1 km altitude sample domain at 35°S and 30 km. Parcels are integrated backward

for 10 years. The parcel age is defined here as the time it takes for a parcel to move on a

backward trajectory from the sample point to below 2 km in altitude. In Figure 3a, parcel

position points along each path are plotted every 3.6 days down to 10 km altitude; the

average path for all the parcels is also shown as the thick white line. The average path is

14



computedby averagingall parcelx andy positionsateachbackwardstepdownto the

tropicaltropopause.Thefigureshowsthatmostparcelsareneartheaveragepathalthough

therearesomewideexcursionsfor theoldestparcels.

TheagePDFfor thecalculationshowninFigure3ais shownin Figure3b. Theminimum

ageof anyparcelis abouttwo years.Startingafter2 years,theagePDFgenerally

resemblestheagespectrumfor theHPdiffusionmodel(Eq.8)aswell astheagespectra

for most3D and2Dmodels[Waughetal., 1997b, Hall et al., 1998].

As an aside, it is interesting to compare the age-of-air for the 2D model using the

Lagrangian and Eulerian methods. This comparison provides a further check on the quality

of the trajectory calculations. Figure 4a shows the 2-D model age-of-air computed using

the Eulerian method. Figures 4b,c show the January 1, Lagrangian computed age-of-air

with and without mixing, respectively. The Lagrangian calculation with mixing is

performed using 1° by 1 km, sample regions (like that shown in Figure 3, see also Figure

6a) located on the 2-D model grid points. From each of the sample regions, 400 parcels

were run backward for 20 years. To show the effect of mixing on the age-of-air, the parcel

calculation shown in Fig. 4b is rerun with K;:,.= K= = 0 above 10 km. If there is no

mixing, the age spectrum for each sample box is very narrowly peaked. (It is not a delta

function because there is mixing within the troposphere.). We thus were able to estimate

the age-of-air using a uniform 2 km by 2 ° grid of sample boxes containing only a few

parcels per sample box. This grid resolution is much higher than the 2-D model grid. The

results of the no-mixing experiment are shown in Figure 4c.

Although the age-of-air distributions shown in Figs. 4a and 4b are in general agreement,

there are some interesting and not completely explained differences between the trajectory

age-of-air calculation and the Eulerian age-of-air calculation. For example, the Eulerian

15



calculation shows older air at high latitudes and altitudes compared the trajectory-computed

age. We have not found an explanation for this difference, although it is probably due to

the Eulerian transport scheme.

The trajectory age-of-air calculation also shows more descent at the South Pole than at the

North Pole which is opposite to the Eulerian computed age-of-air. This difference arises

from the fact that the Eulerian method averages over seasonal fluctuations in transport,

while the trajectory method produces an instantaneous age-of-air distribution for January 1.

The trajectory model is exhibiting the remains of the strong south polar descent of old air

from the upper stratosphere while the Eulerian calculation shows the seasonal average of

descent over both poles. We also note that the tropical zone of young air is quite narrow in

the Fig. 4a, but is comparatively broad on the northward tropical flank in Fig 4b. This is

also characteristic of a seasonal effect. The calculation shown in Figure 4c gives similar

results to Figure 4b except that the air outside the tropical lower stratosphere is everywhere

younger than that shown in Fig.4b. The increase in age-of-air from 4b to 4c occurs

because that path lengths are always longer when random walks are included.

The comparison of the age-of-air calculations is not directly relevant to this study, but it

does highlight an important issue relative to Lagrangian and Eulerian transport methods,

namely that Lagrangian and Eulerian transport calculations, in general, do not exactly

agree. The differences between the two calculations are probably due to numerical effects

associated with the Eulerian transport schemes [Eluszkiewicz, personal communication].

Using the 2D trajectory results shown in Fig. 3, we can test the approximation Eq. (16).

We use the annually averaged N20 loss rates from the 2D model and compute the N20

amount for each parcel starting with the tropical tropopause amount as the initial condition.

Figure 5a shows the scatter plot of parcel ages verses N20 amount. There is a fairly clear

16



correlation between tracer amount and age (correlation coef. 0.66), but a noticeable increase

in the scatter with increasing age. The increase in scatter with age results from the wider

range in photochemical exposure experienced by the older parcels. Figure 5b shows the

tracer spectrum and mean tracer value normalized by the tropical tropopause value. The

spectrum looks similar to the tracer spectra shown in Fig. 2 for the (5 year) _ loss rate, but

also shows the statistical pile up at low tracer amounts seen in the short lifetime case shown

in Fig. 2. The statistical pile up near zero is due to the long transit time parcels that have

had high total photochemical exposure.

To test the approximation Eq. (16b) we have averaged the result. This value can be

compared to the loss computed for the average path for each age bin. Figure 5c shows the

average loss amount versus age (LHS of Eq. 16b) compared to the value estimated using

APA (the RHS of Eq. 16b) also shown are the loss amounts for the individual parcels

sorted by age. Figure 5c shows that Eq (16b) is an excellent approximation for ages up to

4 years and a reasonable approximation even for ages beyond 4 years. (There are no

values below 2 years as indicated in Fig. 3b.) Figure 5d shows the original age PDF and

the integrand of Eq. (16a), the modified PDF, using APA and the exact loss amounts

shown if Fig. 5c. This figure shows that even though APA is less accurate for ages greater

than roughly 4 years, the effect on the modified PDF is negligible because the amount of

tracer is greatly reduced at large times.

Figure 6 shows the extension of the results shown in Figure 5 to the whole stratosphere.

Using the annual average photochemical loss rates, the N20 amount is computed from

individual parcel trajectories and APA for each of the sample boxes shown in Figure 6a

which also shows the age-of-air (same as Figure 4a). The N,O distributions obtained

using all of the trajectories and using APA are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b, respectively. In

general the differences between exact and APA are small, consistent with the results we

17



expectfrom in Fig. 5d.Closerexamination(Fig.6c)showsthatexactdistributionhasa

somewhatsteeperverticalgradientwith altitudethantheAPA computation.This is

understandablesinceAPA will tendto underestimatethecontributionsof longerpaths.

Finally,Fig. 6dshowsthesampleN20amount(for bothAPA andexactlycomputedtrace

gasamounts)plottedagainstthemeanagefor eachof thesampleboxesshownin Fig. 6a.

Thesampleage-of-airandtracegasamountarecorrelated,but thereis significantscatter.

Thescatteroccursbecauseof variationsin theagespectrumbetweensampleswith thesame

meanage.Thisresultshowsthatmeanageis notalwaysagoodpredictorof thetracer

amountsbecausethetraceramountisdeterminedby theyoungerpartof theagespectrum

ratherthanwholespectrum.

3.0Tracer-tracercorrelations

Tracer-tracercorrelationshaveemergedasoneof themostimportanttoolsfor unraveling

physicalprocesseswithin thestratosphere.Thestrongcorrelationsbetweenvariouslong-

lived tracershasbeenexplainedby PlumbandKo (1992)(hereafterPK) asaconsequence

of rapidisentropicmixingcombinedwith thelargescaleoverturningcirculation. In this

section,weextendtheLagrangianapproachto includetracer-tracercorrelations.

Figure7 showsacartoonof theatmosphericsamplingandanalysisprocess.In thefigure,

anaircraftsamplesairwith differentagesanddifferenttraceramounts,asindicatedby the

coloreddots. Isochrons,or equalageisopleths,areindicatedby thegreencontours.Ona

tracer-tracerdiagram,thesamplestracegasamountsareplotted.Eachsampleconsistsof a

largenumberof irreducibleparcels,whicharecharacterizedby theagespectrumG(T).

Each of the irreducible parcels contains some amount of trace gas determined by the

parcel's photochemical exposure, which has reduced, in the case of Fig. 1, the trace gas

from its tropopause value. The photolysis rate is JB = fcrsFd'_ where crB is the
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absorptioncrosssectionof B and F is the flux. Both F and 6Bare functions of the

wavelength, /l. It tums out that the photolysis cross sections for many of the long-lived

tracers have similar functional form [DeMore et al., 1994] so we can write JB = flpfcrFd2

where fie is a constant. Now defining the photochemical exposure, n, where

dn = ( f crFd_.)dT, we can write

n = - log(B_ )/_t, (17)

The photochemical exposure is only approximately related to actual time because of the

variations in photochemical loss rates with altitude rates. We now consider a second trace

gas, A, with n =-log(Ai)/ct e. Eliminating n gives

Ai = Biae/Op (18)

As parcels moves through the stratosphere, the amounts of A, and B; trace the "single path

photochemistry curve" (SPPC) shown in Fig. 7. Even though all parcels will

approximately trace the same curve, the parcels comprising the sample will end up at

different spots on the SPPC. The actual tracer amount in the sample is then determined by

the distribution, G(T), of the irreducible parcels along the SPPC curve. The diagram at the

bottom of Fig. 7 illustrates the weighting of the irreducible parcels by G(T). Note that the

sample points lie to the interior of the SPPC.

If the tracer photochemistry is more complex, it is easy to show that

log(A_) = (log(B_)) (19)

where the integration takes place over the parcel path and _is the photochemical loss

coefficient for tracerA. Using (16),
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As = _f A(T)G(T)dT : "f B<_(t)>/<_")>G(T)dT

o o

(20)

To better illustrate Eq. (20) we consider two simple examples. In the first example, the

sample consists of two equal numbers of irreducible parcels that have ages Tt and _. Then

G(t) = (6(T - T_) + 6(T- T2))/2, and F = (T_ + T2)/2, Bs = (Bt +//2)/2,

and A s = (B__tr')/_tr') + B2_tr'-)/9_r'-))/2. The sample point (A s, Bs) lies at the midpoint of a

chord which intersects the curve at (A 1,BI) and (A 2, B2). In general, for a SPPC curve

whose radius of curvature does not change sign over the domain, mixing will produce

sample points on the interior side of the curve. All sample points must obviously lie below

the chord connecting (1,1) and (0,0), the limit chord, and above the SPPC. This result can

be demonstrated by considering trace gas amounts from the groups (1,1) and (0,0), and

adjusting the fraction in each group continuously.

In the second example, we use the age spectrum from HP, Eq. (8). For long-lived trace

radioactive trace gases, the trace gas amount is given by Eq. (9). With a little algebra it is

easy to show that

As= Bs_l-_)/rl-t'ff_#n_/K) (21)

In the limit of long-lived tracers, (21) has the same form as (18b), which recovers the result

first derived by PK for the global diffuser model. In the other extreme case where the

tracer is short lived, 2H_f-fl/K >> 1, (22) becomes, As -- BJ dT-_. This function is not as

curved as the SPPC because the weighting function G(T) averages over the more steeply

curved SPPC function thus producing a shallower curve. These results reinforce the
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notionthattherelationshipbetweenthetracersgivenby PK (theirEq. 13)appliesto tracers

whoselifetime is longcomparedto themixing time.

To generateanevenmorerealisticpictureof tracer-tracercorrelation,weusevaluesof

and_ from the2DmodelusingN20 andCFC-11lossratesfor March. In this

experiment,wecontinuouslyreleaseparcelsatthetropicaltropopausefor 20 yearsand

tracktheirchemicalcomposition.Parcelsenteringthetroposphereareremoved.At steady

state,thereareabout260,000parcelsin thestratosphere.Thelossratesasafunctionof

parcelagearegeneratedusingAPA by sortingthetrajectoriesby ageandthenaveraging,

< _ >= log(A o/A)/T, < _ >= log(B o/B)/T within an age bin, where Ao, Bo are tracer values

at the tropopause.

Figure 8 shows linear and log plots of CFC- 11 versus N20 computed from the trajectory

model. The SPPC curve shows the composition of the individual parcels. The log plot of

the trace gas amounts demonstrates the prediction of an exponential form as suggested by

Eq. (19). Sample trace gas values are computed using G(T) from Eq. (8). Increasing the

age-of-air F (by increasing z in Eq.(8)) extends the age spectrum. Substituting Eq.(8)

into Eq.(20) and varying z, we produce the points shown in Fig. 8 labeled with the age in

years. The linear relationship between the log(A) and log(B) is predicted by Eq. (21).

Let us reverse the procedure and take the 2D chemical model global lifetimes as an estimate

of < a > and </3 > to generate a curve from Eq. (18). The global lifetime is the ratio of the

total stratospheric tracer amount to the cross tropopause tracer flux. The 2D chemical

model global lifetime for N20 is 117.8 years and for CFC-11 is 51.6 years. Using the

inverse lifetimes as the loss rates, we generate the upper curve in Fig 8. This curve can be

thought of as an upper bound on the mixing in the 2D model. We refer to this upper bound
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asthePK-limit sinceEq. (20)hastheform of PK's Eq.(15) for thiscase.ThePK-limit is

belowthelimit chord(which isnotshown,but it is a lineconnecting[0, 0] and the

[A o, B,, ] and above the points generated by using (20). This result suggests that the actual

mixing within the 2D model produces a broader G(T) value than the HP analytic model.

This is not hard to imagine when we realize that there must be an age spectrum offset, as

seen in Fig 3b, which is not included in Eq. (8). This offset is due to the general advection

of parcels to the sample location as seen in Fig. 3a. In addition, there is large scale

overturning within the 2D model, and old polar vortex air mixing with young tropical air

will create a broader age spectrum than that defined by Eq. (8).

In general for a given function G(T) the sample trace gas amounts must lie between the

SPPC and the limit chord. The results above suggest that limit chord is not restrictive

enough, and the PK-limit is probably a more realistic upper bound. The fact that mixing

produces chords which connect parts of the tracer-tracer correlation curve has also been

pointed out by Waugh et al. [1997] and Thuburn and Mclntyre [1997] to explain mixing

between discreet air masses. Here we argue further that such mixing, as characterized by

the changing age spectrum as a function of season, is continuously forming and reforming

points along different chords which are bounded by the SPPC.

There is clearly information about the range of mixing in the curvature of the tracer-tracer

correlation. As pointed out by Holton [1986] and Mahlman et al. [1986], the stratospheric

overturning circulation along with photochemistry will maintain the tracer gradients against

the effect of isentropic mixing. Each isentropic level then defines a chord with a slightly

different slope. This explains why even in a fairly well mixed system, the tracer-tracer

correlation line will be slightly curved, and why the curve can be seen as a series of points

lying on interlocking chords when the data is analyzed on isentropic surfaces as pointed out

by Dessler et al. [1998].
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Figure9 showsN20 sample values plotted against CFC-I Isample values. The samples are

generated by averaging the trajectory model data shown in Fig. 8 within i0 ° by 2 km

regions. As expected, most of the model sample points fall between a line defined by the

PK limit and the Lagrangian parcel curve. Overplotted on Fig. 9 are the data from the

Atmospheric Laboratory for Applications and Science (ATLAS) missions 1-3 Atmospheric

Trace Molecule Spectroscopy (ATMOS) instrument [Gunson et al., 1996]. The ATLAS

flights took place March 24-April 3, 1992; April 8-16, 1993 and Nov. 3-14, 1994, and the

ATMOS instrument acquires high-resolution infrared solar absorption spectra from which

constituent profiles are retrieved. The high quality of this data set makes if useful for

correlations over a wide range in CFC-11 and N20 values. The profiles obtained by

ATMOS-3 have been validated by nearby ER-2 measurements [Chang et al., 1996a, b].

The comparison between the ATMOS and 2D model data is good, although there appears to

more of the ATMOS data along the PK limit line than generated using the trajectory 2D

model for high values of CFC-11 and N20. The likely explanation for the discrepancy is a

difference in the sample size between the numerical calculation and the observations. In

other words, the trajectory model has not adequately characterized that age spectrum in the

high N20 - CFC- 11 region due to too few parcels. For low values of N20 and CFC- 11 the

size of the scatter in the ATMOS and model points is about the same and the data falls off

the PK limit as older air parcels dominate G(T).

4.0 Summary and Discussion

The purpose of this paper is to present a Lagrangian interpretation of the mixing of

chemically active trace gases. The methodology developed extends the age-of-air

formalism of HP in which a "sample" of air is defined as a collection of irreducible parcels.
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Theageof eachof theirreducibleparcelsis clockedfromtheirtropopausecrossingtime,

andtheagespectrumis thenormalizedPDFof parcelageswithin thesample.Becausethe

parcelsareirreducible,mixingalongtheparcelpathdoesnottakeplace,but theeffectsof

mixing areincludedin thesamplingof a largenumberof parcels.Thetracerspectrumis

definedasthePDFof thetracerratioto thetraceramountatthetropopause.

Photochemicalexposure,asopposedto age,is theactualclockthatdeterminesthetracer

amountsfor the individualparcels.Forlong-livedtracers,thephotolysisratesare

generallyscalablesothatthereisahighdegreeof correlationbetweendifferenttracegas

amountscomputedfor individualparcels.Onatracer-tracerdiagram,thismeansthatthe

irreducibleparcelsform averytightcurve,whichwe refertoasthesinglepath

photochemistrycurve(SPPC).As theymovethroughthestratosphere,wecanthinkof

parcelsmovingalongtheSPPC.Sincethesampleconsistsof anensembleof parcelat

differentpointsalongtheSPPC,thesamplepoint mustlie ontheinteriorof theSPPC.

In orderto infer transportrelatedquantitiessuchasmeanagefrom tracegasmeasurements

we must connect age and photochemical exposure. We find that the variations in

photochemical exposure tend to average to zero for parcels with similar ages. Thus, for an

ensemble of parcels in the sample with the same age, the photochemical exposure can be

computed using the average path. This is called the average path approximation (APA).

This approximation allows us to interpret the age spectrum as a "weight" which gives the

relative contribution of equivalent parcels with different ages. The age spectrum can then

be converted into a tracer spectrum using the photochemistry along the average path for all

the parcels that have the same age. Using a 2D model, we show that these approximations

work quite well for NzO and CFC-11.
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Becausephotochemicallossdependsmainlyontheparcelage,wecaninterprettheage

spectrumasakind of weightingfunctionfor theSPPCin thetracer-tracercorrelation

curve. Analyticalexampleswhichformtracer-tracercirculationcurvesshowthatthese

curvestendto belinearon log-logplots,aresultfirst derivedby PlumbandKo [1992],but

this is shownnot to betruein general.Usingthelifetimeof tracersin the2Dmodel,we

find thatN20 andCFC-11datafromthe2Dmodeldata,andfrom theATMOSinstrument

appearto fall betweenthelimit curvesformedfromthetracerlifetimelimit andSPCClimit.

Theextensionof theage-of-airformalismtochemicallytracegasesallowsthepossibilityof

gainingmoreinformationontheagespectrumthancanbegainedfromthestudyof inert

tracersalone.Shorter-livedtracersaresensitiveto youngerpartsof theagespectrumwhile

the inerttracersaresensitiveto thewholespectrum.Thebasicmethodwouldbeto invert

Eq.(16)giventhetracermeasurementandanestimateof thepathintegratedlossrateasa

functionof age.Fromeachtracermeasurement,assumingdifferentlossrates,onenew

pieceof informationabouttheagespectrumwouldthenbeobtained.Becausethepath

integrated2D modellossratesappeartobearelativelysmoothfunctionof ageandposition

for mostlonglived tracers,it maybepossibletousethe2Dmodellossratesandactual

observationsto deriveinformationabouttheatmosphericagespectrum.

Finally, theconnectionbetweentheageandtracerspectrumsuggestsa strongcoupling

betweentheage-of-airdiagnosticandthelong-livedtracerfields. However,becausethe

long-livedtracerdistributionis notsensitiveto thetail of theagespectrumwhile themean

ageis verysensitivetothetail, theage-of-aircanbeamisleadingdiagnostic.For example,

thetracegasdistributioninamodelmightbequiteunrealisticwhilethemeanagefield is

veryrealisticandviceversa.Thiscanhappenbecauseof thestrongweightthatold air

parcelsgiveto computingthemeanage.At thesametimetheold air parcelsgivealmostno

weightto computingthetraceramountfor thelonglivedtracers.Thusstrongemphasis
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shouldnotbeplacedonthemeanageasadiagnosticdeterminingthesuccessof failureof a

modeltransportschemeespeciallyin regionswhereold air parcelsarea significant

componentof thesample(e.g.winterpolarregions).
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FigureCaptions

Figure1A cartoonshowingthepathof irreducibleparcelsto thesamplepoint. Two parcel

pathsareindicatedby arrows,thefilled circlesindicatetheparceltracegasamounts.The

colorfill indicatestheamountof N20in eachparcelwithdarkercolorindicatingahigher

amount.Theaveragepath(averageof manyparcelpaths)for parcelswith thesameageis

shownby thedottedline. Thebackgroundshowsthelossrate(years_) for N20. The

cartoonillustratesthesituationwheretwoparcelshaving,thesametransittimeto the

samplepoint,nonethelessarrivewithdifferentamountsof N20. Thehorizontallines

indicatethetropopause.

Figure2. Theagespectrumandthetracerspectrumarecomparedfor tracerswith different

lifetimesin years.TheupperfigureshowstheagespectrumusingHP'sanalyticalmodel

(Eq. 8), K = 3. lrn 2/s, H = 7km, z -- 50km. The lower figure shows the corresponding

tracer spectrum for trace gases with different lifetimes,/3 -_, in Eq. (9). The vertical lines

show the first moment of each distribution. In the upper figure, the first moment is the

age-of-air, while in the lower figure the first moments are the mixing ratios for the sample

with the assumed bottom boundary value of 1.0.

Figure 3. (Part a) Back trajectories positions from a regular array of 2001 starting points in

a 1 km by 1° latitude grid box at 35°S latitude and 30km (small gray square). The parcel

positions are plotted every 3.6 days and appear as a cloud of points surrounding the

average path (white line). (Part b) The age spectrum for the grid box. The age for each

parcel is the time required for the parcel to descend to 2 km. The age-of air or mean age is

shown at the top of the figure.
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Figure 4. (Left) Age-of-air for the 2D model computed using the Eulerian method.

(Middle) Age-of-air computed using back trajectories. The age spectrum is computed using

400 parcels contained within a 1 km by 1° grid box centered at each of the 2D model grid

points (see Fig. 6a). The age of air is then computed using from the spectrum. Random

mixing is included (see text). (Right) Age-of-air computed from back trajectories using a

uniform 2 km by 2 ° grid over the domain. Random mixing is not included.

Figure 5. (Part a) A scatter plot of N20 verses age for the 2001 parcels shown in Figure 3.

(Part b) The normalized N20 tracer spectrum with the mean value indicated on the figure.

The N20 tracer amount is divided by the tropopause value. (Part c) A comparison of tracer

fraction verses age for N20. Crosses indicate the average tracer fraction computed by

integrating all the parcel back trajectories with the same age. Each parcel fraction is shown

as a small dot. The filled circles show the results obtained from using APA for each age

bin. (Part d) The age PDF (thin line) multiplied by the tracer fraction for each age (thick

dashed line) shown in Part c. The thick solid line shows the results using APA. The two

thick lines lie nearly on top of each other.

Figure 6.( Part a) The N20 distribution for each grid box computed by integrating over

each path and using the annually averaged loss rate from the 2D model. Grid box positions

are shown on the figure. (Part b) The N20 distribution computed using APA. (Part c)

Difference between Parts b and c. (Part d) Plot of sample age-of-air verses N20 amount for

all the sample boxes shown in Part a.

Figure 7. A cartoon that shows our interpretation of trace gas measurements. In the upper

panel an aircraft collects samples of air indicated by colored dots. The green lines are equal

age-of-air contours, or isochrons; the blue lines are constant potential surfaces or

isentropes. The color of the dot indicates the age-of-air with blue indicating young air and
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red indicating old air. The upper-middle panel shows the sample values of trace gases A

and B plotted against each other. The data fit is the light blue line. In the lower-middle

panels the age spectrum, G(t) is plotted for two of the samples. In the bottom panel, the

age spectrum for the old and young samples are seen to form from the weighting of points

on the single path photochemistry curve. As irreducible parcels move through the

stratosphere, they travel down the single path photochemistry curve as their photochemical

exposure increases.

Figure 8. (Top) The solid line shows N20 versus CFC-11 using each of the chemical

trajectory values. The mixing of the Lagrangian points according to the age spectrum (10)

form the circles. The numbers next to each circle indicate the age-of-air. The dotted line is

the PK-limit curve defined using the global lifetime of the two tracers from the 2D model

and Eq (17). (Bottom) The same diagram using the log of the mixing ratio.

Figure 9. As in Figure 8, the Lagrangian points (red line), and data from samples within

10 ° by 2 km region centered on the 2D model grid (crosses). ATMOS measurements (pink

circles) from the ATLAS 1-3 missions are also shown. The PK limit for the 2D model is

the dashed line (see Fig. 8). The 2D model data falls between the single path

photochemistry limit and the PK limit as expected. The ATMOS data is not constrained to

tropospheric values of N20 or CFC- 11 so may fall above the PK limit curve.
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Parcel Trajectories in the Stratosphere
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